Seattle Robotics Society Meeting on January 20, 2007
at Renton Technical College in Rooms K201-202.

Welcome
A pre-meeting slideshow highlighting information about the SRS and things from last month’s
meeting ran as folks arrived. More information will be put into this in order to streamline the
meetings and give everyone more time during Show-n-Tell.
No Jim Wright today so Steve Kaehler ran the meeting.
About 6 new folks, heard about the meetings from friends. About 70 people all together came.

Club Introduction, Announcements, and Miscellaneous Info
In support of the Microsoft Vista Rollout on Friday, 1/26/07, Kinsey will participate in a Segway
rodeo. He has his own sport model.
Weird Genius-Weird Science Fair this evening in West Seattle, Youngstown Arts Center,
Delridge Way, 9 PM to 1 AM
Dave Shoemaker talked about SRS Workshop robot. He is still spinning up to support this. See
http://www.seattlerobotics.org/WorkshopRobot for more info.
Saint Patricks Day dash on March 12, 07. Monty (www.theyshallwalk.com) Reed will be
participating and is looking for volunteers to help with his effort.
Kinsey Fobes asked for participation in the Easter Egg Hunt competition. Few have signed up
and Kinsey is looking worried. The rules are referenced at http://www.Seattlerobotics.org and
Kinsey is still looking for input on the date (Easter Saturday or the April SRS meeting).
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Actually, the general consensus of members at the meeting was to have the contest after the
April meeting Show-n-Tell in place of a presentation. This will allow plenty of time for the
contest without keeping people away from lunch too long.

Easter Egg Contest Prizes – L: DMM w/Serial Interface & R: IR Video Camera
Jim Kindsvater – SRS Encoder editor is always looking for articles to put into the next
Encoder. Send your articles to him via the SRS Contacts link at
http://www.seattlerobotics.org/contact.php.
The after SRS meeting everyone is invited to join up for lunch at Amante Pizza & Pasta at 4201
NE Sunset Blvd (about 6-7 minutes away, NE of the college). Information will be posted on the
main SRS webpage. If better alternatives are found, the location changes will be announced.
See the “Renton” info at the following link for specific restaurant location and menu info:
http://www.amantepizzaandpasta.com/incs/process_f.asp?uid=229075

Show & Tell

Dave Hylands
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Dave Hylands showed us a 4 x 7 segment display he obtained from Spark Fun. It was built up
on a $150 Parallax professional development Board which he uses for most of his projects.
Details at www.davehylands.com
John McIvor talked about some Faulhaber coreless motors that he obtained from a fellow on
Ebay for $5 each. They come with an encoder and output reduction giving about 60 rpm.
Shipping is free.

John McIvor with test MicroMouse maze
He also showed us a Micro-Mouse competition board he had built up. Walls and Posts were
supplied from an Internet source for about $50. John built up a wood base and drilled it using a
plot from his large format plotter at work. John offered to make a full-scale plot for anyone
wanting to duplicate the Micro-Mouse maze.
Try this preloaded Google search: http://www.google.com/search?hl=en&q=micromouse
John gave us some background facts on the Micro-Mouse competition:
1. It was started in the late 1970’s.
2. Competitions are held all over the world. (some amazing videos turn up on the
Internet)
3. The international arena is 10 feet square and has a 16 x 16 grid.
4. The mice always start in one corner and proceed to the center.
5. The mice are allowed 10 minutes in the maze to learn and then make the final run.
6. Extra points are allowed if a mouse returns to the start.
7. The mice can overhang the walls.
8. The Micro-Mouse rules are posted on the Robothon website.
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The Micro-Mouse competition is planned for our Robothon. See http://www.robothon.org.
He also showed us a robot he obtained on Ebay (left photo below). Made by Inex in Thailand
(www.inex.co.th or www.inexglobal.com) it features an ATMEGA8 processor, 6 inch round
chassis, a Serial programmer, wheels, motors, and 2 bump sensors.

Terry Laraway referred us to http://www.madcattoys.com/page/MCT/scaleviewer for a viewer
which allows relating models to real world objects.

Presentation
Three Univ. of Washington students (David Bliss, Matthew Dockrey, and Amelia (Amy)
Lacenski talked about their robotic design project for the Reduced Gravity Student Flight
Opportunities Program on NASA’s “Vomit Comet”. By presenting an interesting proposal they
were able to win the several opportunities to fly on an amazing airplane flight.
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Left: Amy, Center: Matthew, Right: David
Their Robot is called GYRE2 It is a 14 inch cube weighing 50#. As it floated in the aircraft, 12
thrusters attempted to stabilize its rotational motion. 3 cameras sent video to 3 control computers
which controlled the unit. The robot was weightless for 25 to 30 seconds at the top of an arc on
several repetitions on a NASA sponsored flight. Because of the time it took to get in position
and get the robot floating, the actual amount of weightless time the robot had to control itself was
much shorter.
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The robot was connected wirelessly to a nearby laptop that recorded operating parameters and
other data as the robot operated enabling the team to analyze and improve its performance on
future flights.
Several videos taken during the flight were shown. Complete stability was elusive. The team
concluded that they needed 10 times more thrust than had actually been provided by the jets they
used. This could have been accomplished with additional high-force jets used together with the
existing low-force jets. Since the project is complete, no further development is planned.
More information can be found at http://depts.washington.edu/gyre or we can email
dbliss@u.washington.edu.
The Seattle Robotics Society expresses its sincere appreciation to the GYRE team members who
presented (and the rest of the team) and thanks them for coming and sharing about their robot
and flying experiences with it. The presentation was informative and enjoyed by all.

Conclusion
Much mingling and such afterwards with eventual departure to Amante’s Pizza & Pasta Italian
Restaurant for lunch. About a dozen joined in for this continuing discussion of technology and
robotics over a tasty lunch. Come on along next time. Also, since we were still in Renton, it was
a short hop over to Fry’s Electronics after lunch.
Directions: Leave RTC by taking a left onto Monroe Ave (north); when it ends at NE 12th, turn
left and proceed down to the light; at NE Sunset, turn right and follow Sunset for ~1/2 mile; look
for Amante on the right side just past (east of) Union Ave. It has a bright orange canopy over the
front entrance. The parking lot entrance off of Sunset Blvd is at the east end of the building.
Alternate Directions: Leave RTC by taking a left onto Monroe Ave (north); when it ends at NE
12th, turn right and proceed up the hill on 12th until you reach Union Ave; turn left onto Union
Ave (north) and then right at the light on Sunset Blvd. Look for Amante on the right side just
past (east of) Union Ave. It has a bright orange canopy over the front entrance. The parking lot
entrance off of Sunset Blvd is at the east end of the building.
This file is archived on Yahoo Groups at
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/SeattleRobotics/files/Monthly%20Meeting%20Minutes/ .
Notes recorded by Jim Kindsvater & submitted by S. Kaehler, SRS Secretary, secretary(a)seattlerobotics.org
All comments from SRS members are their own, and do not necessarily reflect the opinions or positions of the Seattle Robotics Society. All
content is provided as is, with no warranty stated or implied regarding the quality or accuracy of any content on or off this site. All trademarks,
service marks, and copyrights are property of their respective owners. Copyright © 2007 SRS. All rights reserved.
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Notes from the February 17, 2007 Monthly Meeting of the Seattle Robotics Society
WELCOME
The pre-meeting slide show ran as usual. More information is going to be fed into this to try to shorten
the “club business” section of the meeting so there’s more time for Show-n-Tell
No JimWright again this month so Steve Kaehler ran the meeting.
CLUB BUSINESS
Steve Kaehler (secretary) presiding.

Donna spoke about Robothon on behalf of the Robothon Committee. No dates set yet so check
http://www.robothon.org often.
Combat Robots (WAR) go to www.botleague.net for countrywide competition schedule.
A local competition is schedule for Saturday, March 10th at the Seattle Center.
David Shoemaker collecting supplies for Workshop Robot Class. Workshops are coming soon! No
schedule yet so check http://www.seattlerobotics.org/workshoprobot often. Also, email David and let
him know you are interested in attending a workshop.
Lunch at Amante after the meeting for all who want to continue talking robots.
SHOW N TELL
Monty Reed is walking in the March 11th St. Patrick’s Day dash in his LIFESUIT. He’s still looking
for volunteers to help supply air bottles along the route. See http://ww.theyshallwalk.com
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Monty brought in the copier he made to compete in the “Power Tool Drag Race” competition last
summer. It had the virtue of being the slowest competitor to actually complete the race. He also
brought in a near air control board which he plans to try on his LIFESUIT, and several hand gripper
toys which he plans to hack into servo powered grippers.

Ron showed off his RC car’s capabilities including a cool little 1” cube video camera. He wants to
equip it with distance sensors and make it an independent robot.
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Kinsey says the Easter Egg Hunt is still on at the April SRS meeting.
Ron Provine attended the Indian AI conference. He stated that in India, labor is always used instead of
$. He emphasized that we should help them out whenever they ask questions on the SRS listserver.
FEATURE PRESENTATION
WiMo – Brian Cross
Brian Cross from MicroSoft presented the WiMo (pronounced “weemo”), which is a Windows CEbased robot with a cell phone for a brain. This robot was built on a trackbot chassis from
www.budgetrobotics.com and uses a Lynxmotion (http://www.lynxmotion.com) motor driver and an
OOPic microcontroller board. He also brought a LEGO NXT-based version. See
http://shop.lego.com/product/?p=8527&LangId=2057&ShipTo=US for more information on the NXT.

The “system” consists of:
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1. A PC using MS Robotics Studio
2. A Windows Mobile-Based Smartphone
3. A MicroController Board (OOPic or NXT)
-Blue Smurf solder to OOPic board for comm. with phone.
4. The Robot itself, controlled by the microcontroller.
Controlled the Robot with his laptop and then demonstrated independent operation by doing a mini
“hokey Pokey.”
Advantages to the cell phone controller.
1. Integral camera
2. Bluetooth or WiFi built-in
3. GPS built-in
4. Speech built-in
5. Screen built-in.
6. Battery included on the cell phone.
7. Inexpensive (relatively speaking)
8. Multi-platform
9. Commercial-Off-the-Shelf components.
10. Can be controlled using MicroSoft Robotics Studio.
Website references: www.microsoft.com/robotics or www.wimobot.com. Wimobot.com has lists of
recommended books, a robot parts list, step by step building instructions, source code, photos, videos.
See the SRS Presentations page for more info on this presentation.
Email Brian at wimo@wimobot.com.
Blog WiMo at http://blogs.msdn.com/windowsmobile
Future developments:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Direct 3D interface
Faster video
Use of the phone’s camera as a sensor
More sensors
a. ultrasonic
b. compass
5. Monster WiMo for rough Terrain navigation. He proposes a Mini DARPA Grand Challengestyle contest at Marymoore Park.
6. Icreate Wimo. Brian likes the self-charging feature of the Icreate platform.
Brian demonstrated linking a robot in Microsoft Robotics Studio. Four modules were involved.
1. Data
2. Wimo Comm
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3. Xbox Controller
4. Drive Service
This project allowed controlling Wimo with an Xbox game controller
The whole project (software) was assembled and running in about 5 minutes.
CONCLUSION
The presentation finished and everyone mingled and some went to lunch at Amante Pizza & Pasta on
Sunset Blvd afterward. See http://www.amantepizzaandpasta.com/incs/process_f.asp?uid=244584 for
menu and directions. Entrees run around $10 for lunch, give or a take a few bucks.
Directions: Leave RTC by taking a left onto Monroe Ave (north); when it ends at NE 12th, turn left
and proceed down to the light; at NE Sunset, turn right and follow Sunset for ~1/2 mile; look for
Amante on the right side just past (east of) Union Ave. It has a bright orange canopy over the front
entrance. The parking lot entrance off of Sunset Blvd is at the east end of the building.
Alternate Directions: Leave RTC by taking a left onto Monroe Ave (north); when it ends at NE 12th,
turn right and proceed up the hill on 12th until you reach Union Ave; turn left onto Union Ave (north)
and then right at the light on Sunset Blvd. Look for Amante on the right side just past (east of) Union
Ave. It has a bright orange canopy over the front entrance. The parking lot entrance off of Sunset Blvd
is at the east end of the building.
This file is archived on Yahoo Groups at
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/SeattleRobotics/files/Monthly%20Meeting%20Minutes/ .
Notes recorded by Jim Kindsvater & submitted by S. Kaehler, SRS Secretary, secretary(a)seattlerobotics.org
All comments from SRS members are their own, and do not necessarily reflect the opinions or positions of the Seattle Robotics Society. All content is
provided as is, with no warranty stated or implied regarding the quality or accuracy of any content on or off this site. All trademarks, service marks, and
copyrights are property of their respective owners. Copyright © 2007 SRS. All rights reserved.
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Note from Seattle Robotics Society Meeting held on March 17, 2007
Jim Wright (SRS President) opened the meeting and welcomed everyone (about 70 folks).

Cathy Saxton (SRS VP) - Robothon is coming the 4th weekend in Sept. See http://www.robothon.org.

Steve Kaehler (SRS Secretary)
- Balancing Robots in June or September
- Amante’s Pizza after meeting
- UW open house next Friday (4/27) and Saturday (4/28)
- Passed some magazines around
Jim Wright - Talked about his F.I.R.S.T. Team – still not first! Suggested http://www.banebots.com as a
neat source for robot motors and/or encoders. Motor/gearboxes with 45-to-1 to 125-to-1 ratios available.
Cathy Saxton - Micro-Mouse Robot contest will happen at Robothon. GPD120 sensors (12?)
Hand held controller – http://www.chordite.com
New Atmel controller with built-in USB.
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MicroMouse Contest Arena Parts Discount to SRS members (http://www.microrobotusa.com)
Tom Field – F.I.R.S.T. volunteer – very excited and promotional about the FIRST program. See
http://www.usfirst.org.

Michael Laine – Liftport (see http://www.liftport.com)
- Taking a Nanotech 101 course at North Seattle Comm. Coll. Highly recommended.
- Public demo of LiftPort spycam watching a simulated car break-in and catching the “thief”.
Monty Reed – Working on a powered hand gripper.
- 100 AC motors to give away. 1/35 Hp, 1625 rpm, 0.5 amps, 15 VAC. Need capacitor.
- Rockwell Automation Demo march 20 & 21 at Lynnwood conf. center
- Trying to get on KOMO4 TV, “Tuesday morning, NW afternoon.
- Auction for TheyShallWalk.org with lots of interesting items for sale.
Doug Bell - Explained planetary gearing. Showed NXT 1st project bot.
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Feature Presentation - LEGO Mindstorms & NXT
by S.M.A.R.T. - David Schilling & Gus Jansson

`
S.M.A.R.T. - Seattle Mindstorms And Robotics Techies. Meets every other month at Digi-Pen (map).
See http://news.lugnet.com/org/us/smart/
Robotics engineers need electronics, mechanics, and programming expertise. Using LEGO eliminates the
need to design the electronics part and the mechanical flexibility makes this part pretty easy. Main
processor is an Atmel AT91SAM. Co-processor is an Atmel ATMEGA48. JTAG debug port, Bluetooth
wireless comm., 100x64 pixel LCD. Hookup accomplished with telephone-style plugs (though nonstandard) – pins offset from normal for safety reasons. LEGO software is open source. Download at
http://mindstorms.lego.com
Some NXT Improvements over RCX:
1. Motors with built in encoders – 360 counts per rotation (relative), max speed is 200 rpm.
Have more torque than previous motors.
2. Sensors
a. Ultrasound. 3cm to 1m with digital interface
b. Light – LED controlled
c. Sound – measure DB levels
d. 3rd party sensors
i. http://www.hitechnic.com
1. Color sensor distinguishes different colors and flashes LEDs
2. Compass
3. Acceleration sensor (accelerometer)
4. More coming
5. Packaged like LEGO and authorized by LEGO
ii. http://www.mindsensors.com
1. Circuit boards with connectors
3. Blue tooth
a. Download programs
b. Send files from one NXT to another (up to 4, 1 master/3 slaves).
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c. Can be controlled by a C Phone.
4. Programming languages
a. NXC (not exactly C, http://bricxcc.sourceforge.net/nbc/)
i. MAIN task required as in C
ii. TASKS and SUB-TASKS are defined. “Precedes” and “Follows” commands
define program flow
iii. Multiple tasks are possible, but performance degrades dramatically
iv. Sub-Routines are like TASKS – pass parameters, etc.
b. NXT-G (http://mindstorms.lego.com/Overview/NXT_Software.aspx)
i. Based on Labview (http://www.labview.com)
ii. Good for kids
iii. Free demo version of LabView available for non-commercial use
c. BRICX CC (Brick X command center, http://bricxcc.sourceforge.net/)
d. ROBOT C (download from CMU, http://www.robotc.net/)
e. pbLua (compiles on the brick without a PC,
http://www.hempeldesigngroup.com/lego/pbLua/)
NXT DEMOS
Driving truck
1. Lift pallet & dump in truck bed, leave pallet
2. Drive around hopper to dump position
3. Dump truck bed into hopper and thus into pallet
4. Repeat
Robot Dog – walks, turns, follows lines
Hexapod
Crane
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Picks up pallet
Self-balancing
3 outputs on NXT control lift, rotate, in/out.
Balancing is self controlled
Pick up mechanism alternates between pick up and let go. Activated by dropping on load.
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Dave and Gus’s presentation is available on the SRS Presentations Page.
Meeting concluded with the usual mingling. After a while, folks left for lunch.
Lunch at Amante’s Pizza & Pasta from about 1-2PM was attended by about a dozen folks who continued
talking about robots and technology.
See http://www.amantepizzaandpasta.com/incs/process_f.asp?uid=244584 for menu and directions.
Entrees run around $10 for lunch, give or a take a few bucks.
Directions: Leave RTC by taking a left onto Monroe Ave (north); when it ends at NE 12th, turn left and
proceed down to the light; at NE Sunset, turn right and follow Sunset for ~1/2 mile; look for Amante on
the right side just past (east of) Union Ave. It has a bright orange canopy over the front entrance. The
parking lot entrance off of Sunset Blvd is at the east end of and behind the building.
Alternate Directions: Leave RTC by taking a left onto Monroe Ave (north); when it ends at NE 12th, turn
right and proceed up the hill on 12th until you reach Union Ave; turn left onto Union Ave (north) and then
right at the light on Sunset Blvd. Look for Amante on the right side just past (east of) Union Ave. It has a
bright orange canopy over the front entrance. The parking lot entrance off of Sunset Blvd is at the east
end of and behind the building.
S.M.A.R.T. Meeting
An interesting after-lunch meeting led by S.M.A.R.T. leaders and LEGO enthusiasts Dave Schilling and
Gus Jansson continued back at RTC from 2-5PM. Folks talked about & demo’d their creations. About
20 folks attended.
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A LEGO Mindstorms drawing machine
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The S.M.A.R.T. meeting

Some LEGO Bionicles that came along for the fun…

This file is archived on Yahoo Groups at
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/SeattleRobotics/files/Monthly%20Meeting%20Minutes/ .
Notes recorded by Jim Kindsvater & submitted by S. Kaehler, SRS Secretary, secretary(a)seattlerobotics.org
All comments from SRS members are their own, and do not necessarily reflect the opinions or positions of the Seattle Robotics Society. All content is
provided as is, with no warranty stated or implied regarding the quality or accuracy of any content on or off this site. All trademarks, service marks, and
copyrights are property of their respective owners. Copyright © 2007 SRS. All rights reserved.
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Seattle Robotics Society Meeting Notes for April 2007
WELCOME

Jim Wright & Steve Kaehler opened the meeting and welcomed everyone.
We had a visitor from somewhere in the Midwest, Rich Jones who is trying to start a club in
Illinois.
ROBOTHON
Cathy Saxton – All normal events plus Micro-Mouse and maybe even the Easter Egg hunt
contest. Stay tuned to http://www.robothon.org.
Kinsey Fobes - Introduced the Robot Easter Egg Hunt and the 3 contestants (Jeff Bronk, Cathy
& Tom Saxton, and Gary Teachout) and showed off the cool prizes.
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WORKSHOP ROBOT
Jim Kindsvater - Kits should be available in about 3 weeks. Check the link at
http://www.seattlerobotics.org.
ENCODER
Jim K. - A suggestion was made to morph the encoder into an ongoing article site rather than a
periodical distribution since the electronic media can/will tolerate that.
ANNOUNCEMENTS
Steve Kaehler - UW Open house is coming next weekend.
SHOW-N-TELL
Craigslist (http://www.craigslist.com) had 3 VEX Robotics starter kits up for sale recently.

Chris O’Dowd - FIRST TEAM
- XBOT488 from Franklin High School
- Reached quarter finals
David Shoemaker talked about LiftPort and its current status. They are pursuing terrestrial
applications of the lifter technology to generate money now for further research and
development.
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A VEX robot – remotely controlled – was used to run network wire through an overhead ceiling
area. These robots are wonderfully versatile since they are built like the old Erector sets with
nuts, bolts, and interchangeable parts.

Monty Reed – Gave us an update on his work on the latest LIFESUIT prototype. A near-term
goal is to develop the control system to point where the suit can walk on its own.

Monty Reed demonstrates his “LIFESUIT” Prototype 14
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Websites mentioned during the meeting.
Mingling and then the REEH contest…
PRESENTATION / PROGRAM
Robot Easter Egg Hunt – (http://www.seattlerobotics.org)
Contestants
-

Jeff Bronk – “Scramble”
Gary Teachout – “Egg Sucker”
Tom & Cathy Saxton – “Orion”

Jeff Bronk’s robot – “Scramble”
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Gary Techout’s robot – Egg Sucker

Tom & Cathy Saxton’s robot – “Orion”

The Prizes

IR remote temperature reader, DMM (two), and a cool IR video camera
Look for a presentation with lots of photos from the contest on
http://www.seattlerobotics.org/presentations.php
Results
1. Jeff Bronk – “Scramble”
2. Tom & Cathy Saxton – “Orion”
3. Gary Teachout – “Egg Sucker”
After the contest each contestant explained how their robot worked and answered questions
about them.
After the meeting and contest, about two dozen folks meandered over the Amante’s for lunch.
See http://www.amantepizzaandpasta.com/incs/process_f.asp?uid=244584 for menu and
directions. Entrees run around $10 for lunch, give or a take a few bucks.
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Directions: Leave RTC by taking a left onto Monroe Ave (north); when it ends at NE 12th, turn
left and proceed down to the light; at NE Sunset, turn right and follow Sunset for ~1/2 mile; look
for Amante on the right side just past (east of) Union Ave. It has a bright orange canopy over the
front entrance. The parking lot entrance off of Sunset Blvd is at the east end of and behind the
building.
Alternate Directions: Leave RTC by taking a left onto Monroe Ave (north); when it ends at NE
12th, turn right and proceed up the hill on 12th until you reach Union Ave; turn left onto Union
Ave (north) and then right at the light on Sunset Blvd. Look for Amante on the right side just
past (east of) Union Ave. It has a bright orange canopy over the front entrance. The parking lot
entrance off of Sunset Blvd is at the east end of and behind the building.
This file is archived on Yahoo Groups at
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/SeattleRobotics/files/Monthly%20Meeting%20Minutes/ .
Notes recorded by Jim Kindsvater & submitted by S. Kaehler, SRS Secretary, secretary(a)seattlerobotics.org
All comments from SRS members are their own, and do not necessarily reflect the opinions or positions of the Seattle Robotics Society. All
content is provided as is, with no warranty stated or implied regarding the quality or accuracy of any content on or off this site. All trademarks,
service marks, and copyrights are property of their respective owners. Copyright © 2007 SRS. All rights reserved.
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Seattle Robotics Society Monthly Meeting Notes for 5/19/07
Club business – 106 people in attendance!

Jim Wright – SRS Prez

Steve Kaehler – SRS Secretary

Easter Egg Hunt Review – Short video and mini slide show.
Robothon on Schedule
Hack Session upstairs above the Food Court Friday night.
Combat, Robo Magellan on Saturday.
Sumo, Line Followers, Maze, Walkers, Micro-Mouse, Easter Egg Hunt, other on Sunday
See www.Robothon.org

Cathy Saxton – SRS VP
Workshop Robotic Level 1 Class coming up.
June 2nd, 16th, 23rd from 1 to 5 pm in K201-202.
Sign up on the SRS website.
Level 1 kits available from www.maximumrobotics.com.
Eagle PCB design/drawing program tutorial after lunch after today’s meeting.
2008 F.I.R.S.T. Competition will be sponsored by Microsoft.
Power Tool Drag races will be held June 23 at 1205 Yale in Georgetown.
1

See www.hazardfactory.org
Show & Tell
Richard Greenway brought in a disassembled Fallharbour coreless motor. Details on his website at
www.fenchurch.org

Richard Greenway
Bill Leath is looking for something to trade for machining time.

Bill Leath
Brian Gunderson configured his new Viper kit as a MicroMouse and is willing to loan it out to
prospective users.

Brian Gnderson
2

After June Meeting, 3kg SUMO trial
After July Meeting, Micro-Mouse trial
Presentation
Multiple FIRST teams showed us their robots
•
•
•
•
•

SeaLu Robots (Seattle Lutheran HS)
Issaquah Robotics (Issaquah HS)
XBOT (Franklin HS)
Eastlake HS Robotics
Tacoma HS Robotics

#1258
#1318
#488
#1294
#2046

General Specifications for F.I.R.S.T. robots
5 foot tall for 120#
6 foot tall for 100#
6 ½ weeks to prepare
New Competition Every Year
3

This year the Competition was to place plastic inner tubes in lines of 2 on horizontal pegs at 1.5, 3.5
and 6’ high. The pegs were hung loosely and connected with lines so that one placement made the
whole frame move and made further placements difficult. “Gentle” defensive tactics (10 second
blocking, but no ramming) were allowed.
Extra points were give for raising a robot 4 or 12 inches off the floor.
An Engineering Inspiration award was given for the best engineering approach.
Scholarships up to $15K/year were also awarded.

The kids demonstrated their wonderful machines to an appreciative and impressed audience.
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Folks mingled for a while then broke for lunch at Amante Pizza & Pasta.
Directions: Leave RTC by taking a left onto Monroe Ave (north); when it ends at NE 12th, turn left
and proceed down to the light; at NE Sunset, turn right and follow Sunset for ~1/2 mile; look for
Amante on the right side just past (east of) Union Ave. It has a bright orange canopy over the front
entrance. The parking lot entrance off of Sunset Blvd is at the east end of and behind the building.
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Afternoon Seminar
Came back for Eagle PCB design class.
This file is archived on Yahoo Groups at
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Seattle Robotics Society Monthly Meeting Notes for June 16, 2007
CLUB BIZ
Robothon Sept 21 through 23
SRS Officer Elections in September
Jim Wright is resigning as meeting organizer.

Springtime Hobby Event in Monroe (NW model hobby expo) is looking for Sumo Competitors and
a demo ring.
Date: Feb 9 & 10, 2008
Cathy noted that this date conflicts with FIRST Competition
SHOW & TELL
Tom Saxton showed us his 3 Kg Sumo
Weight: 6.6 #
Control: Vex radio control & autonomous
All Electronics has Vex radios and information
Details at www.idleloop.com/robotics/3ksumo

Tom Saxton

Pete Miles
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Pete Miles showed us several 3 Kg Sumo Robots and a walker

Adam Stone
2007 Urban Challenge
Using Jeep Wagoneer
Ladar & Stereo Vision Senors
Site Visit by DARPA on June 25 at Bremerton Motosports Park
Adam’s Company – Cayote Robotics – was formed to provide vision solutions for the
Challenge

Adam Stone

Richard Greenway

Richard Greenway
2
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Making a micro-mouse using CD’s for wheels, chassis, etc.
Terry showed us a model Tank that is R/C directed, shoots BB’s, makes noise, ejects smoke. This
unit is modeled after a German Tiger1. It has very realistic details, the turret rotates and the barrel
elevates.
Sold at www.raidentech.com

Terry Laraway
PROGRAM
Michael Miller from Microsoft showed us the BOKU program he is working on. Aimed at young
children (5 or 6) it is designed to lay an early foundation for a positive view of programming.
Works on the XBOX Platform
Many languages are available to control microprocessors like C++, Java, etc. The Syntax of these
languages is very demanding. One language aimed at Children is Alice, which works well for 10
year olds (with a mentor) but doesn’t reach younger children.
The goal of Michael’s efforts is to develop a programming language for younger kids.
The I/O for this system is a game controller. There is no keyboard interface. It has behavior
“atoms” built in to see, move, bump, eat, etc. The method is “try and see” rather than “plan and
do.”
An example is See Fruit + Move Forward + Eat Fruit. By Adding Sorting we could have:
See Red Fruit + Move Forward + See Green Fruit + Move Avoid + Bump Fruit + Eat Fruit.
BOKU is a robot construct.
It contends with challenges is various worlds
3
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It allows kids to provide instructions to help with these challenges.
MS wants to integrate this program with the Xbox interactive community.
BOKU was developed using Visual Studio Express C# (free download), SNA Framework (free
download), Windows Vista and Xbox 360.
Visit http://www.microsoft.com/
Visual Studio: http://msdn.microsoft.com/vstudio/express/

Michael Miller
After meeting mingling....

See http://www.amantepizzaandpasta.com/incs/process_f.asp?uid=244584 for menu and directions.
Entrees run around $10 for lunch, give or a take a few bucks.
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Directions: Leave RTC by taking a left onto Monroe Ave (north); when it ends at NE 12th, turn left
and proceed down to the light; at NE Sunset, turn right and follow Sunset for ~1/2 mile; look for
Amante on the right side just past (east of) Union Ave. It has a bright orange canopy over the front
entrance. The parking lot entrance off of Sunset Blvd is at the east end of and behind the building.
Alternate Directions: Leave RTC by taking a left onto Monroe Ave (north); when it ends at NE
12th, turn right and proceed up the hill on 12th until you reach Union Ave; turn left onto Union Ave
(north) and then right at the light on Sunset Blvd. Look for Amante on the right side just past (east
of) Union Ave. It has a bright orange canopy over the front entrance. The parking lot entrance off
of Sunset Blvd is at the east end of and behind the building.
This file is archived on Yahoo Groups at
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/SeattleRobotics/files/Monthly%20Meeting%20Minutes/ .
Notes recorded by Jim Kindsvater & submitted by S. Kaehler, SRS Secretary, secretary(a)seattlerobotics.org
All comments from SRS members are their own, and do not necessarily reflect the opinions or positions of the Seattle Robotics Society. All content
is provided as is, with no warranty stated or implied regarding the quality or accuracy of any content on or off this site. All trademarks, service
marks, and copyrights are property of their respective owners. Copyright © 2007 SRS. All rights reserved.
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Seattle Robotics Society Monthly Meeting for July 21, 2007
WELCOME, INTRODUCTION, & CLUB BUSINESS
Facilitators – Jim Wright (SRS Prez) & Steve Kaehler (SRS Sec.)

56 people in attendance at 10:00 AM. Nearly 70 an hour later.
ANNOUCEMENTS & EVENTS
Robothon 07 - Sept 21-23
http://www.robothon.org
¾ Friday Night Hack Session
¾ Saturday Robo Magellan and W.A.R. (combat robots)
¾ Sunday Maze, Walking, Sumo, Judge’s Awards, etc.
SRS Workshop Robot Level 2 Class – RTC, K20x Quad (regular meeting room)
¾ Saturday - July 28th , 1 to 4 pm
¾ Saturday - August 11, 1 to 4 pm
“Official, not-so-well-publicized” Swap Meet after today’s meeting. Sorry for the ambiguity. Please
keep in mind that every meeting is an “unofficial” swap meet and you can always bring stuff to get rid of
as long as you “pack out what you pack in”. If you want to leave it in your vehicle, just announce that
you have stuff during the “round-the-room” time and open the trunk after the meeting.
After-Meeting Lunch at Amante Pizza & Pasta – See their website at:
http://www.amantepizzaandpasta.com/incs/process_f.asp?uid=244584 for menu and directions. Entrees
run around $10 for lunch, give or a take a few bucks.
Robot Competition at Tulalip
Monty Reed is presenting on LIFESUIT
Mini-Sumo competitions & other activities
9A-5P Sat. Aug 4th
NWIC Tulalip Campus

www.nwic.edu/tulalipff (film festival main page)
Direct link: http://www.nwic.edu/tulalipff/robots.php
Club officer elections coming at next month’s meeting
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We are looking for someone to assist Steve K. in setting up meeting presenters and general meeting
activity coordination.
Steve Kaehler passed around information about:
 DARPA Urban Challenge - $2M Prize
http://www.informationweek.com/story/showArticle.jhtml?articleID=171204474
 Reusable Robotic Software – CLARITy
http://claraty.jpl.nasa.gov/man/overview/index.php
 Walking Robot Learns
http://www.reuters.com/article/scienceNews/idUSL1279247620070713
 Nano-Soccer (really, really tiny robots!)
http://www.informationweek.com/research/showArticle.jhtml?articleID=200900818
 Implants Bring Hope to Toughest Medical Handicaps
http://electronicdesign.texterity.com/electronicdesign/20070629/?pg=11
 BioRefineries – Making power out of trash
http://electronicdesign.texterity.com/electronicdesign/20070629/?pg=11
 Weeding Robot – Your very own Robo-Gardner
http://www.informationweek.com/research/showArticle.jhtml?articleID=200900618
 Multiple robot conferences around the world:
AMiRE 2007 – Oct 2-5 http://www.amire2007.fit.qut.edu.au/
BIC-TA 2007 – Sep 14-17 http://www.bic-ta.org/2007/
CLAWAR 2007 – Jul 16-18 http://clawar.org/clawar2007/
ECMR ’07 – Sep 19-21 http://ecmr07.informatik.uni-freiburg.de/
Flying Insects & Robots ’07 – Aug 12-17 http://fir.epfl.ch/
ROUND THE ROOM
AVRISP needs a driver to work – download from the ATMEL at: http://www.atmel.com
Chris O’Dowd brought a super bright “GO” arrow with eight 1-watt (really bright!) green LEDs in an
arrow formation. Chris noticed that there are unused LED pads on the circuit card and surmised that
more could be added to make it even brighter! Jim Wright is showing it off for Chris. “Use technology
& robotics for good, not evil!”

Jason – inherited a lathe but needs Morse taper sockets.
Mike Payson suggested Yahoo Lathe Groups as a resource. http://groups.yahoo.com/search?query=lathe
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Jeff Bronk – Machined a really cool robot base from aluminum.
Richard Greenway – Brought in his updated “CD” Robot made from genuine Windows NT CDs.

John McIvor
Two wheel Robot in progress
¾ ATMEGA 128
¾ Faulhaber motors
¾ PC Board chassis
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John McIvor
Micro Mouse Robot
¾ Steerable front wheel controlled by Servo
¾ Single drive motor with differential rear axle
More “micromouse” information: http://www.robothon.org

Ron Provine explains a “portable keyboard”
Ron P. – Conference on ?? in Vancouver, BC, .
Monty Reed – with video from Robot Games is San Francisco
New lab in Shoreline
Meet officially Mondays and Wednesdays from 5 to 7 pm
Successfully dead-lifted 205 pounds with LIFESUIT
Website: http://www.theyshallwalk.org
Gold and Silver medals in two categories
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Monty Reed talks about his latest LIFESUIT & the weight-lifting contest
Michael Laine – Space Elevator Liftport company situation update
Lost a big chunk of their financing
Down but not out
Mechanical systems working well
Slash Dot vilified them
Website: http://www.liftport.com

5
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Branden Gunn (top center, left photo above) – Micro Mouse robot made from Microbric Viper kit
FEATURE PRESENTATION
“WHERE AM I?” by Brian Ferris – UW Computer Science & Engineering

Machine learning, Artificial Intelligence,
Doesn’t build robots, Uses Humans Instead
Assisted Cognition Project
Helping users with cognitive impairments
Realtime Accurate location tracking
Minimal reliance on Maps
ID and classify interesting locations for return visits
LOCALIZATION (Where am I)
LOCATION TECH
GPS: cheap, outdoors, not real accurate, but won’t work indoors
Cell Towers – 100 meters accuracy by triangulation
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WiFi: triangulation, widely available in Seattle
RFID: Radio Frequency ID badges
ULTRA-SONIC: Relative object/obstacle location
DEAD RECKONING: Relative position
LOCALIZATION PROCESS LOOP
I am here, Move, re-orient (look around), localize
SENSORS
Wheel encoders (slip), GPS (drifts), Ultrasonic doesn’t reflect on some surfaces
PARTICLE FILTERS
Best guess, repeated thousands of times a second
Each guess is a particle (assigned a probability of truth)
Filter & sort particles based on how accurately they reflect current location
1.
2.
3.
4.

Start with particle in known location.
Move particles based on odometry information.
Compare what we see with what we should see.
Recalculate.

WIFI LOCALIZATION
Less than 2 meter accuracy possible
Hotspots are “everywhere”
High frequency
Easily adsorbed and reflected
Interference for microwave, phones, etc.
Smooth noise readings into a continuous model
Measure noise multiple times to get a model of certainty
Generate model for each access point
Encode structure of building as a graph
Lines for hallways
Areas for rooms
PUTTING IT ALL TOGETHER
Works well indoors, augment with GPS outside
REALITY CHECK
Lots of generated maps for every building in Seattle – impractical
SLAM – Simultaneous Mapping And Localization using WiFi
Record Noisy WiFi data, extract low-dimension Euclidian building space dimension
RESULTS
Good hallway definition
Poor room definition
Combine with:
Inertial measurements (acceleration, tilt, barometer (elevation))
Compass data (orientation)
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Audio data (voices & sounds in the vicinity)
INFERENCE GOALS:
Build maps of places (offices, classrooms) where people interact.
GOAL – thousands of WiFi-enabled phones measuring constantly and generating data for creating maps.
FUTURE
Vision based SLAM – just like we do
Study lines in video to define structure.
Combine multiple data sets in one large data set
NEED: WiFi + accelerometer + Camera in one device (iphone?)
IRS MSP - http://seattleweb.intel-research.net/projects/ubifit/papers/w10-p11-rev.pdf
CHALLENGES:
Cost
Availability
Privacy issues
TWO APPROACHES
1. Personal data collection & database just for you
2. Infrastructure technology (central data collection) with wide database
– More accuracy but with privacy issues
– Trade off between efficiency, privacy, and convenience
Lots More Localization Information: http://www.doc.ic.ac.uk/~ajd/
Check for Brian’s presentation on the SRS website “Presentations” page.
After the presentation – Mingle, swap, talk, & trade...
MICRO-MOUSE

Practice for micromouse contest at Robothon
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The SRS extends its thanks to Brian Ferris for coming down on a Saturday and talking to us. A special
thanks also goes to the crew that brought, set up, and tore down the micromouse maze.
LUNCH
To get to Amante Pizza & Pasta:
Leave RTC by taking a left onto Monroe Ave (north); when it ends at NE 12th, turn left and proceed
down to the light; at NE Sunset, turn right and follow Sunset for ~1/2 mile; look for Amante on the right
side just past (east of) Union Ave. It has a bright orange canopy over the front entrance. The parking lot
entrance off of Sunset Blvd is at the east end of and behind the building.
Alternate Directions: Leave RTC by taking a left onto Monroe Ave (north); when it ends at NE 12th, turn
right and proceed up the hill on 12th until you reach Union Ave; turn left onto Union Ave (north) and then
right at the light on Sunset Blvd. Look for Amante on the right side just past (east of) Union Ave. It has a
bright orange canopy over the front entrance. The parking lot entrance off of Sunset Blvd is at the east
end of and behind the building.
This file is archived on Yahoo Groups at
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/SeattleRobotics/files/Monthly%20Meeting%20Minutes/ .
Notes recorded by Jim Kindsvater & submitted by S. Kaehler, SRS Secretary,
secretary(a)seattlerobotics.org
All comments from SRS members are their own, and do not necessarily reflect the opinions or positions
of the Seattle Robotics Society. All content is provided as is, with no warranty stated or implied
regarding the quality or accuracy of any content on or off this site. All trademarks, service marks, and
copyrights are property of their respective owners. Copyright © 2007 SRS. All rights reserved.
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Monthly Meeting of the Seattle Robotics Society for August 18, 2007
WELCOME
Jim Wright – Steve Kaehler – Co Facilitators
CLUB BUSINESS
ROBOTHON Cathy Saxton – http://www.robothon.org

Dates Sept 21-23, Friday Hack Session - - Saturday Battle Bots, RoboMagellan, Easter Egg
Hunt, LEGO MindStorm Building Challenge, Workshop for Robot Building 10-5 - - Sunday
Line Maze, Line Following, Sumo, Micro-Mouse, Walkers,
Registration Page up soon
Robothon Committee = Cathy, Tom, John M., Donna, Pete Miles, others?
Robothon Tees Available soon, Pre-Paid Preorders on now S – XXL
Volunteers are needed to make Robothon happen -- Please register online at
Poster Picture PDF file is available online at Robothon website.
AROUND THE ROOM
Jim Kindsvater – Icreate
Tom Saxton, Went to a conference recently and brought back a cool scrolling LED badge. By
waving it in an arc at the right speed, a message can be seen.
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Steve Kaehler, HEXBUG, Radio Shack, http://www.hexbug.com

Marty ? just bought a vacuum forming machine, wants projects. Bring your own plastic up to
¼” 206-793-5946 (Federal Way)
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Eugene trying to make a solar panel, found a modular panel rated 3 watts at 0.5 volts. Can
double power by cooling with water. Very delicate, like .05” thick glass sheet. $6 to $10 in 1’s.
$2 each in 1000 lots. http://www.solarcells.net
Terry brought lots of magazines.
Roboloid Conference in San Jose, 10/26, 10/26; early registration is $600 by 9/14.
Rick, has job access for lots of Allen wrenches and Styrofoam board.

Ron Lake used Goodwill parts to build a robot that employs an Orangutang control board. He
wants help to make it work.
Ron Provine, (OmniVision?), rotating mirror with 4 projectors can give appearance of hologram.
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CLUB BUSINESS
Jim Wright retiring as meeting facilitator. Nominations. Steve Kaehler nominated. Further
nominations to me@jimwright.org
PRESENTATION
OPENCV – Jim Wright

History – Jim traveling the world to fix the software he was working on and finally completed it.
Needed new project. Had an existing manufacturing system which needed interior visual
scanning of serial numbers. Decided to develop a machine vision system to do this.
Jim has attempted to solve a number of vision problems.
Orange Cone – RoboMagellan. A software routine which will locate and identify an
orange cone. Done and available at jimwright.org.
Chess Arm – dump chess pieces on a chess board and let the robot sort them out.
Lifelong goal. Not solved.
Sign Maze – Enter a maze, read directions, follow directions to find the next set of
directions. Ignore intermediate directions. Accomplishes several tasks. Identify
label. Read label. Ignore intermediate labels.
Open CV – A library of vision processing software routines developed by Intel.
http://www.intel.com/technology/computing/opencv Processes: load an image,
save an image, name an image, show an image (onscreen), release an image
(release memory). Sparse documentation is provided.
Our objective is to locate and read the text on the Sign Maze. Our eventual objective is
to identify the edges of the chess pieces.
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Processing an image – Using OpenCV functions, we can identify the cyan,
magenta, and violet components and identify the intensities of each on a gray
scale. We can mathematically convert to a red, blue, green images by “OR”ing
or “AND”ing them together. We can use a “threshold” function to identify
anything over (or under) a limit and convert it to black (white) as required. We
can locate the edges (contours) use another function called “FindContours”. Jim
wanted to identify rectangles (only 4 contours) that are large (Full letters) and
ignore little rectangles (the dot of an “I”). Now identify the 2 opposite corners
and the center and weight them. We are trying to identify the non-text boxes and
outline and eliminate them.
Jim wants to read the text – He found a library from Google called Tesseract
(http://sourceforge.net/forum/forum.php?forum_id=672344) which allows
converting images to text. Documentation for Tesseract is worse than the
OpenCV documentation. Tesseract needs a less compex image map than
OpenCV creates. Jim wrote a routine to strip out information from OpenCV
images to make them compatible with Tesseract processing. Tesseract then
converts the image to a big text block.
CONCLUSION
After meeting mingling...
Notes recorded by Jim Kindsvater & submitted by S. Kaehler, SRS Secretary, secretary(a)seattlerobotics.org

All comments from SRS members are their own, and do not necessarily reflect the opinions or positions
of the Seattle Robotics Society. All content is provided as is, with no warranty stated or implied
regarding the quality or accuracy of any content on or off this site. All trademarks, service marks, and
copyrights are property of their respective owners. Copyright © 2007 SRS. All rights reserved.
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Monthly Meeting of the Seattle Robotics Society for September 15, 2007
WELCOME
Jim Wright – Steve Kaehler – Co Facilitators

CLUB BUSINESS
Dork Bot Show coming up in December – http://dorkbot.org/
Gene E. – Oregon G.E.A.R. (steam engine) show is coming
Jim Wright retiring as Meeting Coordinator – Steve Kaehler voted in as new coordinator
Steve Kaehler was elected as the sole meeting coordinator. Jim Wright has been the primary
meeting coordinator with Steve supporting him but Jim wanted to step down.
ROBOTHON Cathy Saxton – Next weekend (Sept 22-23) http://www.robothon.org

Robothon Committee = Cathy, Tom, John M., Donna, Pete Miles, others?
AROUND THE ROOM
Jim Kindsvater – Working on balancing robot
Alan Oursland – Furuta Pendulum
 http://www.control.lth.se/education/laboratory/furuta/
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http://www.hatalab.k.dendai.ac.jp/index.php?cmd=platex&pcmd=open&refer=Modeling
Pendulum&file=ModelingPendulum.pdf

Bill’s menagerie for inspiration
Tom Saxton’s 3kg sumo
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Terry L. – Edmunds Optical catalog for give-away
Darrel Kromarek – Switched his walking robot from Pic to Atmel and servos do not control as
well – why? – Several suggestions were offered including looking at the current-sourcing ability
of micro and timing signals of servo signals. See how fast the servo control signal pulse train is.

Richard Greenway – CD-body micromouse maze robot – controlled wirelessly by his palm pilot.
Atmel Pico-power chip. Set up with Atmel Dragon debugger emulator for $50. See
http://www.atmel.com for more information.

Kinsey Fobes found a webserver on-a-board using a PIC chip. About $70 in small quantities.
SBC68EC for Modtronix (http://www.modtronix.com/)
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Monty – Displaying at Robothon. Looking for Sponsors. LIFESUIT Version 15 coming up
soon and will be self-balancing. Two fund-raisers in near future. See
http://www.AndTheyShallWalk.org for more information.

PRESENTATION
Segways – Jack Garshae (Kinsey Fobes; off-road model, Charlie Johnson; street model)
http://www.segwayofseattle.com/
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Vespa/Segway of Seattle on the corner of 1st Ave & Denny Way in downtown Seattle.
Jack gave us a basic rundown on features and capabilities. Speed:12.5 mph – 12 mile range or
more depending on terrain and riding style. New models steers by leaning handle (“LeanSteer”).
Wireless control pod is removable from handle. Unit weighs 105lbs. Costs $5,145.00. Jumps
down regular curbs okay. Will climb up short (~3”) curbs. 10 minute learning curve then you’re
a pro. Slows to 11.5 mph on hills, but still climbs. Other modules available. Many add-on
accessories. Visit their store for a demo ride. Tell them you saw them at the September07 SRS
meeting.

i2

i2-Commuter

x2

x2-Adventurer

x2 Golf

CONCLUSION
The SRS extends its gratitude and appreciation to Segway of Seattle and its staff, particularly to
Jack Grarshae for bringing a new Segway i2 by for us to try. It was really fun to ride!
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After meeting mingling...
Demo rides in the RTC parking lot…

Then about 15 folks got together for lunch at Flying Pie Pizzeria...

Flying Pie Pizzeria, 12642 164th Ave SE, Renton, WA 425-228-8012
East of RTC on NE 4th St. Turn left on 164th Ave SE then right into parking lot.
Faster service than Amante’s and cheaper. Let’s do it again in October.
Notes recorded by Jim Kindsvater & submitted by S. Kaehler, SRS Secretary, secretary(a)seattlerobotics.org
All comments from SRS members are their own, and do not necessarily reflect the opinions or positions of the Seattle Robotics
Society. All content is provided as is, with no warranty stated or implied regarding the quality or accuracy of any content on or
off this site. All trademarks, service marks, and copyrights are property of their respective owners. Copyright © 2007 SRS. All
rights reserved.
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SRS MEETING 10/20/07
CLUB BUSINESS AS USUAL
ROUND THE ROOM
Steve Kaehler
Flexible resistance strip

www.flexpoint.com inexpensive,

Richard Greenway, ordering boards for his disc based robot. Anyone else want to match
up an order with him?
Dave Myrick is resurrecting a hero-one robot, looking for help with sensors. Email him
at Shadamooch1@netzero.net.
Bruce has 18 Maxon motors for sale or trade
Mike Payson built a Lynxmotion arm he won at Robothon, $400 retail. Contains a servo
drive card and is controlled by a pc.
Terry brought a flash memory card which stopped working based on a covered notch
sensed by the camera.
Pasha & Jasmin came in wearing leg extenders. The single point foot does not allow
balancing so they wish help in developing the foot support. Also looking for help
tracking people. Suggestion made for dynamic camera tracking using a picturtel or
polyphone sensor obtained from Ebay. Any ideas, email pavelamigud@gmail.com
?
Looking for source for inexpensive servos & air control solenoid valves. Surplus
center.com, Electronicgoldmine.com
Gail trying to build a full size R2D2. Looking for help.

PROGRAM
WIRING I/O BOARD
Jim Kindsvater demonstrated the wiring board which is available for sale online at
www.maximumrobotics.com for $60 to SRS members through the end of November.
The board is based on an ATMEGA128 processor and has 40 digital I/O, 8 analog inputs,
6 analog (PWM) outputs, 2 serial ports, and an I2C port as well as an onboard USB/serial
converter so the board can be directly programmed from a remote computer. Also
furnished is the wiring language program which allows easy programming in a ‘C’ like
environment with simple commands for reading sensors and controlling lights, motors,
and servos.

The wiring language is shown at www.wiring.org.co. It was developed by Hernando
Barragan in Columbia as a tool for kinesthectic artists to use to control their dynamic art.
Many examples of different wiring controlled projects are shown on that site along with
multiple tutorial examples illustrating how to use the language. Jim recommended the
board as a powerful processor with a simple interface and large storage capacity. Richard
Greenway also stated that the 128K was a large reservoir of program storage for almost
any project.
Jim also recommended Cathy Saxton’s website – www.idleloop.com – for anyone
wanting an introduction to or a refresher on programming in C.
TECH SHOP
Tech shop is a new equipment sharing concept which will be introduced in Seattle in mid
2008. It will have multiple machine tools available for rent on a daily participation basis
as defined below:
Available equipment will include lathes, mills, welders, a water-jet cutter, laser
lithography, vacuum forming machines, embroidery, laser etching and cutting, full
electronic lab, pc stations, CAD stations. All new equipment will be funished. The
facility will feature 24/7 operation with techs on site. 3 hour qualification class for each
complex machine. A meeting room, Lab, lounge, and private work facilities will also be
available in a 25,000 square foot facility. Also on site will be a retail shop with metal,
plastic, electronics supplies.
Costs are:
One day pass = $30.
One month = $100.
1 year = $1200.
Classes = $25 to $40.
2 levels of classes: 1)Safety and use – 3 hours 2)Advanced use ranges from hours
to weeks on specific subjects.
www.techshopseattle.com provides a link to their mailing list.
FIRST Chassis development class in the afternoon.
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UPCOMING
Dork Bot presentation Dec. 8th through Jan. 9th 2008 at 911 Media Arts. See
www.dorkbot.org/sea
SHOW & TELL
AMY & MICHAEL brought in a full size R2D2 model.
Lots of features
Hand build
Intended for remote control
Ref site www.R2D2builders.com
Over 100 R2D2’s actually working and 500 in the construction phase
Michael and David Shoemaker from LiftPort
Still seeking a funding base
Thinking of mothballing the company
Operated as a foundation, but made no money
Now building a venture capital company to investigate high technology developments.
Robotics
Nanotechnology
Rocketry
All related to space access
SciFi Convention
March 20 through March 23
www.norwescon.org
PRESENTATION – Microsoft Robotics Studio

Presented by Joseph Fernando

Several years ago, Microsoft investigated the robotics control field. They found some
common challenges facing robotics development:
1. Multiple sensors and control configurations were in use.
2. System debugging presented significant challenges.
3. System simulation tools were rare or non-existant.
Microsoft decided to author a development platform for robotics control which would include
interfaces to a wide variety of sensor inputs and control devices, as well as system
simulation and debugging tools.
In Microsoft Robotics Studio, each sensor has a communication module call a service. Each
service has an address, a defined state, and defined and modifiable operations.
A Concurrency and Coordination Runtime Module coordinates the services within
individual platforms and across multiple platforms. This module runs on XP/Vista, Window
Server, and Windows CE. Microsoft is also investigating other platforms with the ideal of
providing an operating and coordinating control for each.

The objective of the Robotics Studio services is that each service can be moved from one
machine to another in a linked network with minimal setup and complication. The services
are optimized now to run at 50,000 messages per second and the next revision will run at

150,000 messages per second. The performance benchmarks were established on a dual
core 1.8 GHz Pentium CPU with 2 GBytes of RAM available.
Authoring Tools for the Robotics studio include C#, Visual Basic, C++, and Iron Python.
Dataflow diagrams are developed in a drag and drop environment. Services and controls
are defined as blocks between which connections can be defined. Development is simple
enough to allow a novice to jump on board quickly, but sophisticated tools are also available
for expert developers. The diagrams develop readable C# code.

A visual simulation environment is also provided with Game quality object definition and
rendering. Physical properties of sensors and controls are included and modifiable to
closely simulate real world examples. These features allow rapid prototyping of new
projects for quick assembly and analysis.
Microsoft Robotics Studio is free for non-commercial users. Commercial users pay a fee of
$399.

The relevant website for tools and information is:
www.microsoft.com/robotics
A newsgroup can be found at:
http://msdn.microsoft.com/robotics/
A Wiki with patterns, comments, and troubleshooting tools can be found at:
http://channel9.msdn.com/wiki/default.aspx/Channel9.MSRoboticsStudio
Joseph presented 2 demonstrations of the use of Microsoft Robotics Studio. The first was a
servo controlled version of the classic All Motion balancing maze we all played with as
children. Joseph postulated that an overhead camera could control the servo movements to
automatically complete the game. The second was a remote robot featuring dual drive
wheels, dual Sharp IR Sensors, and multiple IR line sensors connected to a PC via a
BlueTooth module. The base for this robot is the $135 stinger robot kit available from
roboticsconnection ( www.roboticsconnection.com ).

Notes for SRS Meeting on Dec 14
F.I.R.S.T. Lego League Competition – Seattle Times article (Sunday, Dec 8)








Energetic Engineers
Regional (16 teams) – Aviation Highschool, Saturday Dec 1st
Energetic Engineers placed 1st
State Finals (33 teams) – Highland Middle School, Saturday Dec 8th
Energetic Engineers placed 4th
Kite-Runners, Kabul Afghanistan, live, 2-way web video feed. Time zone is 12.5
hours ahead of us. 1:45-2:15PM -> 2:15-2:45AM!
http://www.firstwa.org

Magazine articles










Electric motorcycle
Pill-Camera – 26mm x 13mm (1” x 0.5”!!) – Yikes! Sounds like a real “horse
pill”! See picture.
Mercedes “luxury” hybrid
Boeing’s six-month schedule slide on 787
Instant wireless solutions in disaster areas
Battery Chemistries (we love a presentation on batteries at SRS meeting)
Remote monitoring technologies
Biomechanical technology in sports
“Wheeltug” for jets (taxi without engines)

National Instruments Newsletter
Coming Presentations







Jan 19: Harjit will discuss the design of MicroMice including general design
issues as well as his robot, Zeetah III.
Feb 16: Joseph Fernandez (Microsoft) - "Developing MSRS Device Services" This session will build on the introduction to MSRS by providing an introduction
to creating services in Microsoft Robotics Studio and how these services can
interact with specific robotic hardware
Mar 15: Paul Verhage (Boise Schools, Idaho) - "Dangerous Robotics Projects" High-power laser diodes on his "airsoft robot", and near space and other robotic
projects.
April 19: Larry Barello (tentative) - "Motor Control" - Larry will present live
demos with projected o-scope displays of motor controllers and share what he's
learned in through his F.I.R.S.T. experiences.
May 17: F.I.R.S.T. - Local FIRST Robotics Competition (FRC) Teams will
explain the 2008 competition and show their robots. Teams should bring their
presentation materials on thumbdrive, CD, or DVD. Presentation equipment will
be provided. Plan on 5-10 min (max) talk.



June 21: Steven Kaehler (tentative) - "Robot Sensors" Steve will present on robot
sensors, what they are, how they work, where to get them, and talk about robot
localization methods. This will be a revised and updated version of last
December’s presentation.

